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Imperative to shop with care

Food prices compared

Local grocery prices similar
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cat food -Cab o Liver and Chicken,
61/2 oz.
1.75
coffee; Hilts Bros., regular.
32 oz.
1.07
Tasters Choice, freezedried, 4 oz.
.63
eggs; grade AA large, one dozen
.57
flour; Gold Medal, 5 lbs.
.59
granola; regular, 10 oz.
.83
ground beef; one lb.
.89
hot dogs; Armour Star, 16 oz.
.68
mayonnaise; Best Foods, 32 oz.
.75
peanut butter; Skippy. 18 oz.
.25
peas; Del Monte. 17 oz.
.29
(;reen Giant. 17 oz.
pork sausage; Jimmy Dean, 16 oz. 1.05
.38
soup; Campbell’s Chunky Veg.,
19 oz.
sugar; C & H, 5 bls.
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.46
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.34
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.79
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.29
.29
1.09
.39
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Editor’s note: With food prices
skyrocketing,
it has become
imperative for anyone living on
meager budget to shop with care.
With this in mind. the Spartan Daily
conducted a food price survey of four
local grocery stores, Feb. 17-24, to
determine which store offered the
best values.
Alt hough prices fluctuate considerably on individual items at local
grocery stores, overall totals were
found to be remarkably similar.
The four stores surveyed were:
Baazar at Story and King roads, Fry’s
at Story and McLaughlin. Lucky’s at
Sixth and Santa Clara streets, and
Safeway at Tully and King roads.

I he price of coffee represented tile
widest variance among the four
stores. The prices ranged from $1.49
for Hills Bros. regular. 32 ounces. at
Fry’s to $1.75 at Bazaar.
Conversely. Fry’s sold ’raster’s
Choice Freezed Dried Coffee. at $1.15
compared to $1.07 at Bazaar.
A few items had identical prices at
all four stores. Chicken of the Sea
tuna (6 1/2 ounces) was 43 cents
uniformly, as was 44 cents for
Graham Crackers.
All four stores sold the 18 ounce
box of Grapenuts for 57 cents, but
only two carred Lassen Crunchy
Granola. Safeway sold a 16 ounce
package for 49 cents compared to 46

cents at Lucky. fididal stocked lb
ounce Nature Kist granola for 59
cents.
For cat owners. Safeway and
Lucky provided the best buy. Their
61/2 ounce can of Cato Liver and
Chicken flavor cat food sold for 15
cents compared to 18 cents at Bazaar
and 19 cents at Fry’s.
Fry’s ground beef was not only the
cheapest. but their meat department
offered the widest variety. Also, their
meat is individually wrapped for the
customer as he waits.
All items surveyed were major
brands which each store had in stock.
It should be noted that all four stores

Work-study funds gone

this had been adequate for Shops’
needs.
Wineroth said work-study monies
come from the Financial Aids Office.
The funds originate as a Federal
grant. Under the program. Federal
monies cover the cost of 27.5 per cent
of student employment.
The shortage of funds, said
Wineroth, has forced him to lay off
some students. In a statement he said
that the areas of Spartan Shops’
operations are convenient to

gm.
Drs. Philip Jacklin and Dwight Bentel

Council members are seeking a
meeting with Pres. Iiiinzel, but have
been unsuccessful as of Friday.
March 3.

Fhe council reiected the proposed
amendment to Act 21, which would
give its official approval to Pres.
Bunzel’s reviews saying that such a
practice could "permanently abstruct
the actions of elected student
representatives."
The existence of student
government is questioned by the

Phil Gould

SJSU senior seeks
city council opening
By MIKE MITCHELL
"I know I can do something."
So stated Mike Nelson, 26, San lose
State University business senior.
and candidate in March’s election for
the city council seat lobe vacated by
Walter Hays.
He believes there is a "dearth of

communications.’ between the council and taxpayers.
"I would start an open door policy.
I want to keep the voter informed." he
said.
The current council has a "lack of
feeling of the need to inform the
public," he said, and cited the scarce
information released about the Community Theater as an example.

"The San Jose Mercury." he
commented. "was upset because il
did not know what was going on. The
council seemed to think this should
not concern them."
Nelson’s interest in politics is not
new. When working for Ford Motor
Company. he was secretary of United
Auto Workers’ Community Action
Program. It determined what issues
and candidates were in the interest of
Local 560.
Nelson is a West Valley College
graduate. He is majoring in real estate and manpower management at
SJSU and plans to graduate in June.
A major theme of Nelson’s campaign is the need for better planning
Paul Dunn
in development and annexation
growth.
Candidate Mike Nelson
"If an area is developed to the point
of pulling its own weight." he stated,
"OK. But if no public services exist,
that type of area isn’t needed."
Such annexations merely result in
more expenses for overburdened taxpayers already in the city, he said.
"San Jose is one of the highest
taxed areas in Santa Clara County,"
he charged, "because the council has
proliferation."
students and normally allow them to allowed residential
He proposed a change in zonings to
fit in extra working hours.
encourage an industrial park such as
As manager of Spartan Shops. in the Stanford -Palo Alto area. Palo
Wineroth is urging the Shops’ Board Alto, he said, "gets about 65 per cent
of Directors to pass a resolution of its income from the Stanford Inasking to receive more work-study dustrial Park."
funds from the Financial Aids Office.
This he thinks will give San Jose a
"This money would help to keep sounder economic base. "This is one
operating expenses down," Wineroth of the reasons for high taxes.
said, "thus allowing us to keep our Residential zones must now be conprices down despite increased costs trolled, and can be.
"I don’t plan on spending more than
of merchandise and food."
$100 on the campaign," he said.
"Some people might think that as a
result I won’t be campaigning
seriously."
Quite the contrary, he said,
speeches before various community
clubs and organizations, and a door
to door campaign this month.
"shouldn’t involve a great deal of
president’s review, according to the money."
As a result of this style of camcouncil’s statement.
paigning, he said. "I won’t have
"I feel that any administrator, in- obligations to repay, I will he my own
cluding Pres. Bunzel can effect man.
"I think that’s a responsibility of
change," said A.S. Vice Pres. Rudy
Leonard’. For this reason, he said, the candidates," he added, "and I may as
meeting can have positive results, if well start demanding that with
myself."
it comes about.

A.S. Council ready to lock horns
with Pres. Bunzel over allocations
The A.S. Council Is ready to luck
horns with SJSU Pres. John Bunzel
over his practice of reviewing the
council’s special allocations.

Safeway was the only store with
unit pricing which was on virtually
all its products.
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Black September
kills Americans

Spartan Shops lays off help
Student workers have been laid off
because of a shortage of work-study
funds. Spartan Shops manager Harry
Wineroth said Friday.
He said Spartan Shops, Inc. (a nonprofit corporation which operates the
Spartan Bookstore and campus food
services) only received $10,000 of
work-study funds for the 1972-1973
school year. These ran out in
December.
During the previous year Spartan
Shops was allotted $25,000. He said

All four stores claimed to have discount prices. Each had some open
dating, but Safeways’ was the most
comprehensive: they even had dates
on their jelly.

Spartan Daily

Bentel is doubtful
of open press plan
the Mercury News.
"So that all the advertising that’s
going to support these publications
(the small papers), which are riding
piggy -back, has to come from this
publication (the Mercury -News),
consequence, this
and as a
publication will be weakened and
possibly destroyed."
Dr. Jacklin claimed the Mercury News was biased and doing a poor
job of reporting local news.
He cited a study done by Rivers
and Rubens which said 10 per cent of
the headlines and stories in the New
York Times were biased compared to
40 per cent for the Mercury -News.
Although Dr. Bentel didn’t completely agree with the study he said
its conclusion was possible because
the New York Times has one of the
largest staffs of the most qualified
people of any newspaper so they
would necessarily make less mistakes of judgement.
"I could get people from the
Spartan Daily who could write better
headlines than you find in the
Mercury," said Dr. Jacklin.
"Now wait a minute," said Dr. Bentel. "most of the people at the
Mercury are graduates of the Spartan
Daily."
Dr. Bentel did admit that headlines
on the Mercury -News street papers
were sensationalized, but this was
because they were in direct
competition with other newspapers
on the stands, unlike the home
delivery edition.
To Dr. lacklin’s contention of
headline and story bias he further
said, "Granted, you can scrounge
around and find individual examples
of incompetency and put them
together and make something rather
impressive, but you’re doing the
press an injustice, because the
significant fact about the press is not
it’s failure but its success and its increasing success from month to
month and year to year.
"The Mercury -News is making a
conscious effort to do a more
competent job of covering the
Eastside Community." said Dr. Bentel.

As an example. Safeway sold Best
Foods mayonnaise for 72 cents and
their own Piedmont mayonnaise for
52 cents.
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By MARK BURMAN N
"We have to find a way to hate a
press which is not only free, but also
open for every person to present his
views of local and world news." said
Dr. Phil Jacklin in a discussion about
freedom of the press with Dr. Dwight
Bentel last Thursday night.
The two San Jose State University
professors, Dr. lacklin of philosophy
and Dr. Bentel of journalism, discussed the problem of "monopoly"
newspapers before a group of 50 in
the Spartan Daily newsroom.
Dr. Jacklin proposed that the
local
insert
Mercury -News
newspapers iato its dailys to provide
a variety of opinions to the community.
Dr. Bentel claimed Dr. facklin’s
plan would pave the way to press
censorship.
"If you tell me, by act of congress,
that I’ve got to insert other
publications with my own, you have
imposed a very real infringement of
freedom of the press."
"Worse than that. you have created
a machinery, by this single act, to
overthrow the long standing
statement of faith that congress shall
make no law abridging freedom of the
press."
"Freedom of the press means not
only freedom to print, but freedom
not to print or freedom not to distribute," said Dr. Bentel.
"Once the difference between the
regulation of content and regulation
of access is understood, then the first
amendment doubts they have about
it (his proposal) will disappear." said
Dr. Jacklin.
Dr. lacklin said once the
circulation is guaranteed for a
newspaper, its economic problems
are solved and it can go out and get
advertisers.
Dr. Bentel claimed that the major
daily (in this case, the MercuryNews) would lose its advertising to
the small papers it would be
inserting.
"Advertisers don’t have unlimited
if
the
Consequently,
budgets.
advertiser says, ’Red Eye, we’ll take
this ad with you,’ then it comes out of

fur many items
which were, in most cases substantially cheaper than the "name"
brands.
had thoul Ow ii hirand

By IAN GliSTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press
KHARTOUM-After executing two
captive American diplomats and a
Belgium emissary, members of the
Black September guerrilla group
surrendered to Sudanese authorities
early yesterday morning.
The Saudi Arabian ambassador
and Jordanian charge d’affairs, also
being held, were released unharmed.
The killings were carried out after
government officials from both the
U.S. and Sudan failed to convince the
terrorists to extend the deadline for
their demands.
Demands rejected
Earlier Friday the U.S. had rejected
a demand for the release of Sirhan
Sirhan, convicted assassin of Sen.
Robert Kennedy. The Jordan
government also refused to free 16
Palestinian guerrillas at the request
of the Black September group.
A demand that
flown to the U.S.
Friday, but the
offered flights to
tries.

the guerrillas be
was also refused
extremists were
other Arab coun-

A Sudanese army doctor was

pia iiiit led to enter the Khartoum
stronghold of the guerrillas Friday.
He apparently was called to treat
Noel and the Belgian charge who
were wounded when the terrorists
struck Thursday at a reception given
by the Ambassador of Saudi Arabia,
On Saturday night no further communication had taken place between
the guerrillas and the Sudanese. But
the terrorists had apparently requested safe passage out of the country, which was refused by the
Sudanese government.
U.S. emissary refused
U.S.
State
Friday
Early
Department emissary William
Macomber flew to Sudan to negotiate
the release of the Americans but the
plane was refused permission to
land.
It was not learned why the
terrorists wanted to fly to the U.S.
Beirut sources speculated that the
guerrillas wanted to achieve
maximum publicity for the Palestinian cause. Others said they may
have hoped the U.S. would agree to
the release of Sirhan.
The Black September terrorists are
the same group that killed 11 Israeli
athletes at the summer Olympics.

San Jose radio station
broadcasts conference
91.5, will
Radio station Kit L
broadcast a series of speeches
recorded live at the recent Stanford
University conference entitled
"Might vs. Right in America," which
featured speakers such as Daniel
Ellsberg. co-defendant in the Pentagon Papers Trial and Ramsey
Clark, former U.S. attorney general.
Broadcast times for the speeches
will be 4 and 6 p.m., today through
Friday. No specific scheduling of
speakers has been announced.
The Stanford conference included
speeches by Paul Rupert, of the
military law project in San Francisco, and Bill Kurtis, CBS news
reporter. Their topic of discussion
was "Two Cases: The Military and
the Press."
"The Courts: Encroachment of
Protection," was the topic of
speeches by Barbara Babcock, Stan-

ford law professor, and Ramsey
Clark at the Stanford conference.
Other featured speakers were Paul
Halvonik, of the Northern California
American Civil Liberties Union, and
Frank Donner. of the ACLU political
surveillance committee. who spoke
about "Patsies, Provocators and
Power."
Speakers Daniel Ellsberg and
Steve Weissman, editor for Rampart’s publications, wound up the
conference with speeches about
"Why Nixon is Doing What He’s
Doing."
The Stanford conference which
took place during the week of
February 20-23, was sponsored by
the Stanford Committee on Political
Education
and the Associated
Students of Stanford University
Speaker’s Bureau.

S.F. appeals court
restores credentials
Uttering "vulgar and absurd
remarks," in a single incident, cannot
be used to revoke a teaching credential, San Francisco District Court of
Appeals ruled Wednesday.
Teaching credentials were restored
to Ernest Gambrell, 30.in a decision
by the San Francisco Court of
Appeals last Wednesday.
’rhe court has instructed the State
Board of Education to re-instate
Gambrel’, who lost his status four
years ago when he used profane
language in the presense of a San lose
Slate University secretary.
He once taught at Foothill College.
The recent decision annuls the
original decision made by Santa
Clara County Superior judge Albert
De Marco.
The incident occured Jan. 31, 1969
in a faculty office at WU. Although
Gambrel’ held a master’s degree from

SJSU. he was not a student at the
time.
He was accompanying a friend
who wanted to pick up an old test
paper. While they waited, according
to court record. a female secretary
asked, "What do you boys want?"
Gambrel! was 28 and his friend
was 30. As Blacks, they regarded the
word "boys" as a racial slur.
However. the secretary, a White, insisted that there was no intended
deprecation.
A "deplorable- sequence of
remarks eniued, stated the appeal
court record.
"Please don’t talk like that. I am a
lady," she testified as saying.
The remarks that followed were
termed. by the court, "vulgar and absurd" but added: "This evidence is insufficient to support the findmi2 of
unfitness to teach."
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Letters to the Editor

Editorial

Middle East inaccuracy

Free canines cause
problems for SJSU
As warm weather approaches.
more and more dogs are seen
flocking to campus, romping on
the lawns and walkways and in
the fountain. A game of frisbee on
the lawn is bound to draw a dozen
or so dogs, while a hamburger inside the Student Union is sure to
attract at least two.
Why does it seem that there are
so many dogs on campus?
because there are
Perhaps
probably more dogs on campus
now than ever before. A recent
article in the Spartan Daily
pointed to an unprecedented
animal population explosion in
the Santa Clara Valley and
especially in downtown San Jose.
Although a few dogs on campus
tend to make our little oasis seem
more friendly, large numbers of
dogs cause problems for everyone
at San Jose State University.
First and foremost is the
delicate matter of "sanitation."
With so many dogs around it is
hard to avoid their little piles,
placed so neatly at strategic
points on campus. In addition to
being a nuisance to stUdents, this
evidence of the dog’s passing is
probably a major problem to
school janitors and clean up men.
Dogs on campus can be
dangerous too, both to students
and to the dogs themselves. Dog
bites are treated frequently at the
health center, and unfortunately,
too many dogs have wandered
into our busy streets. Dogs are
also a problem to cyclists, who
often find it hard to steer clear of
animals running alongside or in

front of their bikes.
One solution to this problem
would be tighter enforcement of
existing county leash laws by
school security officials. Another
solution is seen in a recent
enactment of a new dog law at
Stanfordthe law includes impounding of all stray dogs on
campus. Although this would be
a somewhat drastic step, the
posibility of such action should
not be overlooked.
Another answer would be for
dog owners to leave their pets at
home, rather than bringing them
along to class. At school dogs are
often left waiting outside and
sometimes tied to a tree to howl
for attention. These pets would
probably be happier and safer left
at home.
The most effective solution,
however, is left to owners of
female pets. Often animals are
allowed to breed litter after litter,
thus enlarging the animal
population overall, and increasing the number of strays
that may eventually wind up on
the SJSU campus. County agencies now offer lower cost spaying
and neutering of pets, and this
service should be used for the
benefit of the pet and the community as a whole.
Remember that the Humane
Society of Santa Clara handled
78,000 stray and unwanted
animals last year alone. That
number could increase if impounding becomes the only
solution to clearing the SJSU
campus of our unwanted dogs.
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Editor:
Both your editorial of Feb. 28
and the letter from the
Organization of Arab Students,
published in your March 1
edition, are historically inaccurate. To clarify the matter,
Israel was not carved out of
territories "that had belonged to
the Arabs for centuries." The fact
is there has never been a native
Arab government in historic
Palestine. Governments by
Christians, Seleucids, Mongols,
Turks, Seljuks and Jews, yes; but
governments by Arabs, no.
When Great Britain proclaimed
the Balfour Declaration in 1917, it
was for the purpose of creating a
Jewish and an Arab state in historic Palestine. This idea was
agreed to by the Arabs present at
the Versailles Conference in 1919
and mandated to Great Britain for
implementation by the League of

Good Morning .1merien

Liberal encounters sexual revolution
II r U CP oi 4’ VW el t
Being a full-fledged, cardcarrying flaming liberal is not a
hard role. All you need is to be for
the "right causes" and know
when to snicker at Archie
Bunker.
Or is it?
Linda is -a sweet, feminine
enough girl. So, I thought until
the word "chick" escaped my lips
in her presence.
After I dragged myself away,
licking the wounds of my
mangled liberal ego, I vaguely
sensed she was right. Refering to
her as "chick" (or tomato, broad,
bird, fox, or whatever) resembles
calling a Black "darkie" or "Samho."
"Nigger" perpetuates the enslavement mentality of Blacks
and asserts White superiority.

l’nidos Veneeremos

Continue Chicano struggle in court
K It I it rim. lbst v is eh. I Val h.
Editor’s Note: /Catarina Davis
del Vale is the chairman of
Venceremns and is currently
working with the San lose
Organizing Committee.
Last November at the
University of Santa Clara, 33
Chicano students and supporters
were busted for a sit-in. The
students and their El F’rente
organization have been fighting
for over 4 years for simple rights
for Chicanos and Blacks.
In the mid-60s Santa Clara
University was a lilly white
upper class private school. But by
1972 there was a large minority
affairs section in administration,
responding to the needs of over
150 Chicanos, Blacks, and the
outside
community. The
university then fired seven of
these administrators and began
to dismantle its minority affairs
program.
For months, the students have
tried to negotiate with Pres. Fr.
Thomas Terry and last October
he had six people, invited to his
office by himself, arrested. Other
repressive measures against
students followed, but students
continued to fight back. In the
case of the first six arrested in
October a judge named Bonnie
sentenced the students to three
years probation, 30 days
suspended, and 75 hours slave
labor for the University. The
students’ crime was: insisting on

continued negotiations with Pres.
Terry.
Institutions like Santa Clara
University are threatened when
students, especially Chicanos,
understand
the
relationship
between the university and the
community. The
outside
universitystate,
private,
churchrun by and for the
interests of its owners, wants to
be seen as a place that serves the
people, a place that "rises above"
the conditions of the community;
but in fact, it is untouched by and
isolated from such conditions,
especially oppressive ones. And
when Chicano students fight to
get more community power in
local institutions, the outsiders
who own the universities get
scared.
In the San Jose area, with its
large concentration of Chicanos,
built on land that belongs
rightfully to Indians and
Chicanos, all attempts to obtain
even equal rights become a threat
to the powerful.
The entire educational system
is a system which oppresses
Chicanos because it perpetuates
those ideas and attitudes which
try to keep our people down; and
it makes every effort to keep most
Third World people outside the
universityexcept as workers.
In addition, universities
usually participate very directly
in economic and political op-

Stall Comment

Interstate 280- skidding in rain
I wonder if there are professional engineers working for the
St ate of California. I really doubt
it. Why? Just take a drive on new
Interstate 280 on a rainy day.
I’ve been told by an engineering
major, that the goal in freeway or
airport runway construction, is
to make sure that the surface does
not hold water. Interstate 280
collects enough water to stage an
aqua ballet.
Buzzing along 280 in a VW, it’s
very easy to skid across the water
puddles, and the spray from the

larger cars is enough to blind a
driver for miles.
This piece of poor engineering
not only makes driving on rainy
days dangerous and nerve
racking, but it is a slap in the face
to the taxpayerm who had to pay
for a job a freshman engineering
student could have built better.
Maybe the state saved a few
dollars getting the lowest bidder.
but in the long run, it will cost the
state much more in lives on rainy
nights.
Juanita Lobos

pression. Many have close ties,
are owned by and work for big
corporations and the giant
agribusinesses which, needless
to say, exploit and oppress
Chicanos workers daily as cheap
labor.
The trial of the Santa Clara 33
began Feb. 26, in Santa Clara
Municipal Court. It was divided
into six separate trial groups.
Because of this it will be difficult
to get a large number of people to
attend the six trials.
In the courtroom, the lawyers
of the 33 argue to the jury that the
students’ actions have been
representing the Chicano community. Yet there have been few
community supporters present.
Partly this is due to the fact that
many Chicanos do not know
about the trials or cannot attend
because of a job or problems of
child care, transportation, or
housework.
This places greater responsibility on Chicano students
in the area to attend these trials
whenever they have time. If any
of you have been through a trial,
then you know what a difference
a concerned audience can make to
a jury. An empty courtroom only
gives the in-justice system the
advantage; supporting the
argument that "these people (the
defendants) only acted as individuals; they do not represent
the community."
The Santa Clara 33 and the El
Frente Estudiantil Chicano have
dared to take risks because they
would not stand for losing the
hard won rights of the Chicano
community. They struggled, by
that sit-in, for themselves, the
whole Chicano nation and all oppressed peoples.
It is important that we continue
this struggle at Santa Clara in the
courtroom, and elsewhere. Father
Terry of Santa Clara University
is hoping to pull off a Bunzel. To
not respond with support is to invite further attacks on all campuses.
Chicano students at San ’lose
UniversityChicano
State
students at Santa Clara L que es la
diferencia? Only in our common
support lies our strength. Todo
poder al pueblo.

Slang for women perpetuates
sexist values and asserts male
superiority.
"A chick" is not an individual to
be accepted or rejected on his/her
own worth. "A chick" is a nubile
woman to be viewed in varying
degrees of lust.
So. what’s wrong with lust?
Nothing.
Dirty minds are great as long as
it’s honest dirt, fertile enough for
ideas and emotions to grow and
flower. It’s gutter-scum minds
devoted to sole, selfish
gratification who view women as
pets and masturbation receptacles.
Sexual revelations do not
immediately erase anything from
my vocabulary or way of thinking. Some 20 years of being told
women are sugar and spice,
helium headed entities, baby
maohines and pedestal dwellers,
do not disappear quickly.

Male shove-in-nists concede
equal pay for equal work and "we
even gave them The Vote!" But
male minds are far from fully
accepting women on individual
capabilities and potential.
Violated traditions aside, they
fear an even greater glutted job
market. I know I do.
Our secret, inner-most terror is
suspecting women are superior to
men. If they are, who would we
use as pets, ego-boosters, and to
sigh appreciatively at our great
deeds?
Woman as crutch is her major
role today. If she wasn’t there,
men would have to stand by
themselves or simply fail.
More men will have to learn
how to think with their brains
instead of their gonads. If they
don’t, an embittered breed of
women will take much more than
the equality so grudgingly
offered.

Letter

Health Center praised
Editor:
I owe the Student Health
Center my sincerest gratitude. I
want the whole campus, the San
Jose community, and the world at
large to know about it.
I am a foreign student and this
is my 13th month at San Jose. I
don’t have any relatives in any
part of the United States; my
family is in Hong Kong, a
thousand miles across the
Pacific.
One day last June, I had a
sudden severe hemorrhage. I was
then alone in my room, and
almost fainted at the sight of
blood. Somehow, I managed to
calm myself and carry myself to
the Student Health Center.
The first person encountered
was a receptionist. At learning
my story, she kindly made me
sit down and helped me fill out a
health history form. I was next
taken by a nurse to the nurses’
station. When she came to ask
how I felt, (she wanted to jot
down some information on my
chart, I think.) I couldn’t hold
6dOMINWP
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Voice your
Opinion
All students and faculty are
encouraged to submit letters to
the Forum Page. Letters may be
mailed or brought to the
Spartan Daily office, JC 208
and should be 250 words or
less, typewritten and double
spaced. Non -students and nonfaculty members are asked to
include their address and
phone number and title or
position. The Spartan Daily
will not print letters which are
libelous or in poor taste. The
editor reserves the right to edit
or cut letters to conform to
space limitations.
Ita/.

11.0.

myself any longer. She was, at
that moment, dearer than
anybody to me; she was just like a
mother who cared enough to ask
about me, I broke into tears in her
arms.
The doctor was extremely kind.
He carefully examined me and
talked to me as slowly and clearly
as he could. (This shows his consideration for foreign students.
English being a second language.
and my ears were not then used to
the American English accent; his
speaking slowly means a lot to
me. It is a delicate matter, but I
can assure you that to a new
foreign student, that means a lot!)
He had to refer me to a
specialist for further exam and
treatment. But he was considerate enough to ask if I had any
means of transportation. I had no
car, I didn’t know anybody on
campus, and I didn’t know where
O’Connor Hospital was. He made
a number of calls and
finally found someone to take me
there. Before I left, he reminded
me of my student health insurance card, and gave me a
health insurance form.
Just last week my insurance
claim was rejected and the collecting bureau was after me. Again,
my refuge is the Student Health
Center. The doctors and nurses
are helping to investigate into my
case. They can’t promise
anything, but they will try. At the
worst, they’ll arrange something
so that I can pay by installment.
I’m not the only one who has
troubles. Everybody has his own.
But I am comparatively better-off
because I know I’ll find help and
refuge at the Student Health
Center.
I owe them everything, them;
the receptionists, the nurses and
the doctors. I owe them my
gratitude, I owe them my being, I
owe them my life. I can never
thank them enough for what they
have done for me; words can
never fully convey my appreciation.
Wong Fung Yee

Nations in 1923. The United
Nations. in 1947, confirmed the
legitimacy of partition. Israel
was, therefore, a creation of the
world community. Regrettably,
the Arabs themselves did not
create Arab Palestine in 1948 as
they should have; rather, they let
this territory become absorbed
by Jordan.
The figure of two million displaced Palestinian Arab refugees
is grossly exaggerated. Whatever
early Zionist leaders may have
said concerning displacement of
Arabs, the fact is that Israel
asked the Arab population to
remain and help build a bicultural state. But 700,000 Arabs
left for the refugee camps behind
Arab lines in response to Arab
propaganda. At the same time, an
equal number of Jews, natives of
Arab Middle East countries, were
deprived of their citizenship and
expelled from their native lands.
No country in the world wanted
these refugees, but Israel
accepted and integrated them.
The Arab countries, which had an
abundance of territory, did not
assume the responsibility for the
solution of the refugee problem
that they created. Thus, the
refugee question in the Middle
East today is not a matter of displacement, but rather an
exchange of native peoples to
their own cultural centers.
Dr. Robert E. Levinson
Associate Professor of History

Bunny answer
Editor:
On your editorial page a boxed
statement encourages submission of letters of opinion from
the campus community, adding
that letters that are "libelous or in
poor taste" will not be printed.
Last Thursday a friend and I
submitted a letter to the Daily
regarding the publication of an
article and commentary about the
Playboy Club. Because the
"news" writing violated our sensibilities and sensitivities a great
deal, our critical rhetoric included flat statements about the
human relationships implicit in
the articles, relationships which
we question as being beneficial or
truly representative of the
persons described.
The coordinator of the Playboy
Club hostesses was described as
someone like a "Marine Corps
drill sergeant" at one point and as
a "bunny mother" at another. The
hostess interviewed was
portrayed as a sex object of
minimal intelligence, with no
suggestion that she may have
been a human being of various
dimensions, dimensions of
personality not body. In the
context of the article, the club
manager appears to be a general
overseer, a person who our letter
alluded to metaphorically as a
zookeeper.
Our letter also described the
articles generally as being full of
fecal matter, the four-letter colloquial term being used in keeping
with the tone of the articles. Our
letter was not printed.
My question at this time is why
does the Daily choose to devote a
half-page of space to articles from
the staff that seem libelous to
women as a class and generally in
poor taste, but refuse to print
opinions from the readership
which may be libelous or in poor
taste?
Robert L. Felling
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Non-academic areas
focus of newsletter

‘Rrribit!’

Free the frog
By PEG BENNETT
What’s love to a frog?
The search for a love-sick
frog has tied up traffic on
Redmond Avenue these dark
rainy nights.
Cars honked, children
screamed and adults stared
Thursday night as a car
skidded to a halt while hundreds of frogs hopped across
the road in search of Moe.
Who is Moe?
Moe’s a lost frog with a
deep gurgle to his croak who
somehow was left behind
when an eight -foot fence
was erected around a new
homesite.
Moe is now in the
backyard of one of the
homesa prisoner!
Each night, Moe sends out
passionate love calls to his
mate Minnie, who waits.

wonders, and weeps in her
slushy home in the creek.
Moe also waits until dark
of night to try to jump to
freedom.
But try as he might, Moe
cannot jump high enough.
He leaps, hops and skips.
then croaks without his
gurgle in defeat.
Then it comes, a jaunty.
jumping choir with Minnie’s
creaky croak in the midst of
it.
As the frogs search the
highways and the byways
near the church, the croaks
take on a significant sound
in the night air.
Onward marching frog
legs.
We will set him free.
Good old Moe and Minnie
Soon will produce three!

’Owen

Marshall says if I cop a plea I’ll be out in five.’

A.S. funding sought
Rent groups for veterans office

plan meeting
Ways to establish local
rent control will be discussed when tenant groups
from San Jose, Berkeley.
Palo Alto and Redwood City
meet later this week, according to Bud Carney of the
San Jose Tenant Action
Group.
Exact time and place of the
meeting will be announced
later, Carney said.
The San Jose Tenants Action Group (TAG) decided at
its
meeting
Thursday
evening, to get advice trom
the other, more experienced
groups before beginning
its own campaign.
The Berkeley Tenant Action Group has done the
from
process,
whole
drawing up a proposed
ordinance for an initiative
measure and circulating
petitions, to campaigning to
convince voters rent control
"Go Whore rho Fun Is This SummerSend today tor
Employment Int ormollon
Bookloi. St OS
Employment Chromes. For Students
end Educatory
Booklet 5200.
To CPC. P.O Bus 2047. Ogden.
Utah. 54404

Park

is a good thing, according to
Carney.
Having won the election
establishing a rent control
board last August. the
Berkeley group is now
defending the legality of the
ordinance in court, Carney
said.
to Carney.
According
Berkeley landlords have
brought suit claiming the
rent control ordinance is
illegal.
Carney said the lardlords
claim the eviction portion of
the ordinance conflicts with
existing state law, and
therefore is illegal.
The Palo Alto group,
which is about ready to
begin circulating petitions,
is waiting for the court’s
decision. If the eviction
portion of the Berkeley
ordinance is declared illegal,
the Palo Alto group will do
two separate initiatives, one
on rent control and one on
evictions, Carney said.
If the ordinance is upheld
in the court, the Palo Alto
group will go with one
initiative covering both rent
control and evictions.

10% to 30%
DISCOUNT
ON ALL FAMOUS BRANDS

Cameras
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Enlargers
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Film
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tionaire, the vets program
will wind up back at the information window at the
Registrar’s office." said Tom
Alvarado, director of VA affairs.
The items that will be
covered on the questionaire
will vary from general data
to answering unanswered
problems.
"There will be an area on
the questionaire that will
deal with gripes and complaints, regardless of what
they are," said Alvarado.
"If there are problems that
we can’t handle we will
present them to Senator

Alan Cranston. D-Calit., for
further consideration. "This
vets
office,"
declared
Alvarado,
"will do
everything in its power to
help veterans at SJSU."
Besides dispersing questionaires, Alvarado, and his
associates, Tom Relac and
Lou Enslinger, will also
cover the highpoints of their
recent meeting of VA affairs
in San Francisco.
"The main purpose of this
session is veteran support."
said Alvarado, "We must
have it or we die."
The exact amount of funds
requested by the vets office
was not disclosed.

I Reed

Racial talk
by author

Tourney coming
Sign-ups are being taken
until March 7 at the S.U.
Games Area for this year’s
Second Annual All Campus
Pinball Tournament.
The tourney will be held
March 9. starting at 10 a.m.,
and is open to all students,
faculty, and staff.
The competition will be
double elimination in the
best of two out of three game
matches. Trophies will be
awarded to the first through
fourth place winners.

Reed magazine will awar I
one $50 prize for its cover
design (not two $50 prizes)
as reported in the Spartan
Daily Wednesday, Feb. 28.
The deadline for all
poetry, fiction, art, and
photography submissions to
the publication is Saturday,
March 10.
Contributions may be
turned in at FO 104 or FO
216.

SJSU students
are also police
Fifty San lose State prevention instruction, vanhumanities dalism. burglary prevention
University
students, one-third of the and counseling. Aikman
Sunnyvale Public Safety said.
He and other department
Department, are attending
the university "to place the officers worked closely last
beat officer shoulder to semester with Prof. John
shoulder with the com- Serling of the SJSU
Humanities Department.
munity people he serves."
The program members
That was the announcement from public have been working in comsafety department officials munity work for five weeks
as part of their new federally now.
For example, officers are
financed Community
Service Program "to change assigned to a shop class for
basic stereo-type attitudes boys at Fremont High School
of policemen." said Dave a few hours a week, then
evenings
the
Aikman, a community work
school director at Fairwood remainder of the six hours at
a drop -in center for
Elementary School.
The safety officers are as- students.
"It is recognized that
signed to Fremont, Sunour social
nyvale and Peterson high throughout
schools and those in the Sun- systems people rarely have a
nyvale Elementary District chance to experiment with
new programs because of
throughout the city.
Besides the 25 hours of lack of human resources,"
classroom instruction at Aikman said.
"This program," he
SJSU, the safety officers are
"offers these
required to spend six hours a explained,
week in community service human resources along with
the opportunity to change
programs.
Typical of the projects are basic stereo -type attitude,’
teen drop -in centers, drug of policemen."
’44 r

35:le

BACHELOR CLUB
Open 10 A M !of; A M

V9EVLECRM

State
San
Jose
University’s Veteran Affairs
office will conduct two
separate meeting sessions
tomorrow to gain support
from veterans for A.S. funding.
The sessions, which will
be held at the veterans office
in the Student Activities
Building (next to the coffee
house), will run from 9:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and from
8:30 pin, to 8 p.m.
"If the veterans on this
campus (which number over
3,000) do not show up
tomorrow to fill out a ques-

7 DAYS

417 So Forst St
SAN JOSE

Our Summer 73
Charter Schedule
Are Out
See Us

Spartan Travel Mart
in the College Union
28/ 2070

Attention! All SUM club end
ormanieetions which would like an.
appear in the
nouncement
to
Spertaguide are urged to Irene wrdien
notices In the Spartaguide mailbox.
located in IC 205. Please Irene messages
t,ci p.m the day helnre you want your
announcement to appear.
Ammer, le Friday’. Clews. llels...The
last actor In portray Tarsan was Elmo
Lincoln. who played the ape man in
I organ ol the Apes." made in Me.
Franchol Tone was the President in "Advise and Consent." end Hen liesrarra
was the accused murderer in "Anatomy
01 a Murder."
Today
SPIV Deem a club for married women
students and for wives of students, will
I meeting tonight ist Rio the
hold a
S 11. Pauli. Room. All women
intereeted in wining are invited to
attend
"Bad flag CAW. e documentary film.
will he screened in Science 142 at 1010
o m.. 2 30 p.m.. and at 7 p.m.
Monday Cleats presents "Spellbound."
tlikhcork throller. This film will be
shown in Morris Dailey Auditorium at
Flii pm. and at 7.30 p.m. Admissions
Leele.

SISU PI Blow Alpha will holds meeting
lo 411111.1111 plans for the coming semester
holey at 1.30 pm. in the S.0. Almaden
BOOT
Tteedel

815l1 Meteorology IleperWswill will
preeent eeminar in air pollution as par,
of the "Air pollution seminar series
tiuret speaker Dick Thmilier of the He,
Area Air Pollution Control Disinct will
speak in Duncan Hall Room BIS at 3 IS
d
I’m Helreahments will be
Film Red Flap Omer will he screened 01
7 p.m in the S.11 llmunhum Room.
Internelloriel Redowellee FeendelMn
win meet this enelllee at 73010 theS I
Almeden Room.
Wedneeday
SiMT Club will meet al 7,30 p.m
in he S.I.1 Calaveras Room.
Sport. Ostend will mental 7:30p.m. in
the S II Pacifica Boom to plan setiuthns
lor this month
Wedesedey Cinema presents "McCall,
and Mrs. Miller." starring Warren Really. in Morns Dailey Auditorium al 3.311
p.m. and 7,30 p.m. Admission Is 50 cents
Seek To& will feature Karen Borden..
professor of weech-com
suit ant
municellon, who will discuss "The
by Witham Pomeroy. in the
Spartan Cafeteria Room A at 12.30 p.m.
BMW Cyberimalloe Deporleesel in
filtering onem close in "Decision making
in a cybernectic Society This clew m
filleted on ’Iumdays end Thursdays at
noon in Engineering 331 and carries two
unils ol credit. Late adds Bre now twin.
ie.:. pied. For further information please
phone 277-3400 Or visit Husineso Tower
257

Winthrop D. Jordan, one of
the foremost authorities on
American race
early
relations, will speak
tomorrow at 9:30 a.m, in the
S.U. Umunhum Room. His
entitled.
speech
is
"American race relations
during the American
Revolution."
Jordan is a professor at
University of California at
Berkeley. He is also the
author of the book, "White
on BlackAmerican Attitudes Toward the Negro
1550-1812. -

Encouraging -awareness
and involvement- in nonacademic programs and
services will be the primary
concern with a twice -monthly newsletter. Student Activities and Services will
begin
publishing
this
Friday.
The newsletter will include information on
student organization’s and
Associated Student’s projects and programs, co recreation and intramurals
activities and workshops,
Student Union programs
and services. A.S. program
board events, and university
services.
"There just can’t be
enough coverage for all
these things," said Cheryl
Ebbage of Student Activities
and Services. "We are in no
way trying to compete with
the Spartan Daily but rather
complement it by providing

Classical
program
featured
Early 20th century music
will be presented by the
Musicke Faire Chamber
Group and the San lose State
Music
University
Department tonight at 8:30
in the Concert Hall for free.
Conducted by Higo
Harada, the program has
two Stravinsky ensemble
for Winds,
worksOctet
and Concertino for 12
instruments, as well as the
first local performance of the
1937 Bartok’s Sonata for
Two Pianos and Percussion.
The concert will feature
John Delevoryas, professor
of music: pianist Alan
percussionist
Slaughter;
Anthony Cirone, asssistant
professor: and percussionist
Danny Montoro of the
Oakland Symphony.
lain Fletcher, Clement
Hutchinson,
Douglas
McCracken, Jeff Sloan,
Ralph 1.a Canna, Chris
Bogios, William Erlendson,
Jr.. and Joe Davis will be
performing in the 1923
Octet. They will be joined by
David Seeley. Wayne Sorenson, Anthony Doheny, and
Donald Homuth in the
Concertino.

thorough information in
these particular areas."
Four thousand copies will
be printed of each issue of
the newsletter and disto
dorms.
tributed
offices,
departmental
student leaders, and clubs.
which Miss Ebbage hopes
will be the major contributors of information for
the newsletter.
The newsletter, which has
not been named, is funded by
A.S. and Student Services

Funds, and will be published
through Campus duplicating
in the Student llnion.
Writing and editing of the
newsletter will be done by
three students, each earning
three units of credit.
Any student clubs or
organizations involved in
activities, projects, or
services are asked to bring
their information to the
Student Activities and
Services office on Seventh
Street, or phone ’277-2189.
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NOW $1.00
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THIS SUMMER IN L.A.
CATCH UP OR GET AHEAD.
Make Full Time Progress Toward Your Degree. .
Need a few extra unit
.
Spend
this Summer in L.A. We otter fully accredited baccalaureate and graduate programs in 56 academic areas
during our regular Summer Quarter. Full credential
program, too.

Choose Day or Evening Classes.
Our classes are scheduled mornings, afternoons, and
evenings. All are small. All facilities are air conditioned.
And our distinguished regular faculty of scholars and
scientists will be here, supplemented by outstanding
visiting professors.

Take Advantage of Our Low Fees ...
No tuition for legal residents of California. For others,
our out-of-state fee is lower than the tuition most other
universities charge for limited summer sessions.
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d
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101 STRINGS PLAY MILLION SELLERS!
Save now on these fantastic sounds from Alshire’s 101 strings!
Imagine the added hours of great listening pleasure you can
have with these top hits. It’s great music to relax and have fun
with, great for special entertainment, too!

’
’

SCARBOROUGH FAIR
OH HAPPY DAY
AQUARIUS
and many more

TOP VALUES!
MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA!
*

*

*

HEAVY SOUNDS 5,6w:rapt E,61,6%j2oze
,

Yes, now is the perfect time loge! in on some
great sounds to keep your record collection
filled with an assortment of fine music! The
values are fantastic and the array of great
stars is unbelievable:

’
’

IRON BUTTERFLY
BUDDY MILES
ELTON JOHN
STEPPEN WOLF
’TAMMI TERRELL
THE CHAMBERS BROS
and many many morel

Values to 5.98,
your choice ..

Y/

vo

n

"CLASSIC"
SAVINGS!
Bring home superb music and fantastic
savings! Choose from an assortment of top
artists. top composers - all sensational! all
truly fine works of excellence! HURRY! Come
in early today and choose your favorites!
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Cagers split tilts
in season finale
By PAUL STEWART
seconds
ten
With
remaining. Johnnie Skinner
hit a 15-foot jump shot from
the foul line to give San lose
State University a 91-90
cardiac victory over the
Diablos of Los Angeles State
University last Saturday
night in the San lose Civic
Auditorium.
Skinner, playing his final
game as a Spartan. hit 14 of
23 shots from the floor and
converted seven of seven
free throws to score 35
points. tieing the basket output of Los Angeles stellar
sophomore Raymond Lewis.
Leading 51-39 at halftime.
the Spartans, playing in the
season ft nati . had to battle

Netters
demolish
Bulldogs
ANNIN1
By. DON
The Spartan tennis team
started its drive for the
Pacific Coast Athletic Aschampionship.
sociation
something it has never lost,
with a convincing victory
State
Fresno
over
Friday
University 8-1
afternoon at the south campus courts.
Butch
by
Coached
Kirkorian, the San Jose State
University netters have established an unbelievable
winning attitude. They won
13 out of 14 West Coast
Athletic Association titles.
before switching to the
PCAA four years ago.
Andy Motlat the team’s
number one man suffered
the only loss by the SJSU
squad. He was defeated by
Marshall Mills 6-4, 4-6 and
6-4.
’1 he Spartan netters swept
the rest of the singles inspite
of Moffat’s loss. Terry
Rodgers, Chris Fitzpatrick,
Bruce
Gibson,
Dennis
Kel lock, and Greg lasonides
all won their matches by impressive margins.
In the doubles. Moffat
came back with Gibson to
win 6-0 and 6-1. Joe Meyers
and Kellock won 6-4 and 6-2,
and Fitzpatrick and Rodgers
completed the sweep of the
doubles 6-3 and 6-4.
The netters, in a rain
shortened match last
the
defeated
Thursday,
University of Santa Clara 51. and were rained out last
.tv.,i nst Hayward

back from an 83-75 defecit
with 3:42 remaining to capture the win.
finished 11-14
SISU
overall, and 6-6 in Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
play to record its best season
effort since the league’s
inception four years ago.
Turnoveis were the key to
victory as the Diablos’ Lewis
had 14 himself which tied
the SISU total for the game
Los Angeles finished the
game with 37 miscues.
Receiving an "unofficial
assist from Jan Adamson,
the Spartan basket bailers
stole four passes. and
converted them into scores
in the last 1:43 of the contest.
Adamson. who quit the
Spartan cage squad three
weeks ago. walked onto the
court with 1:50 remaining in
the tilt, and told referee Jim
Tunney in no uncertain
terms what he thought of the
lob he was doing that night.
The impromptu entrance
of the 6-foot -7. 22 -pound
senior aroused the frenzy of
the crowd, as well as the
spirit of the SJSU cagers.
and seemed to spark the
Spartan rally.
The Diablos outshot the
Spartans 58.6 to 42.4 per
cent, as well as, outrebounding them 43-31. However.
SISU placed five men in
double figures, as opposed to
only three for Los Angeles.
point
3 5
Skinner’s

Spikers place well
despite rain, wind

bill

11

iiN KAN MORRISON
weightman Ken Kirschen- the 100 yard dash and ran
the final lap for the SISU 440
When the Spartan track man.
team got to Bud Winter Field
for their first meet of the
season Saturday morning
they were faced with a wet
track and a soupy field.
However, coach Ernie
Bullard had his San lose
State University spiker’s
work out with San Francisco
State University and
Hayward State University
in the annual Small College
meet in spite of the unpleasant conditions.
No scoring was kept but
Bullard didn’t need a point
total to tell him how his
squad had performed.
"We fared real well despite
the rain and wind," Bullard
said."’ was given the chance
I needed to see how our
newcomers would work out.
I’m pleased with them and
think they will really be
helping us out a lot."
One new face in Bullard’s
1 reshly recruited learn is

Dave Hokvo. the Spartans ace reserve guard, blocks Lee
Denman of Los Angeles State University in last Saturday
HOKYO
nights’ 91-90 heart -stopping win at the Civic Auditorium.
Hokyo came of f the benc:. to put on one of his patented
DEFENDS
displays of tenacious defense.
perf iii ti.iiii . tii, is him to Skinner hit for 20 points. throughout the second
the No. 2 spot on the SJSU while Webb and Dockery half.
The Spartans switched
single game scoring list, just hauled in 11 caroms apiece
from their passing
one point shy of Coby in the losing effort.
offense to a running game
Dietrick’s 36 scored against SISU shot an incredible mid -way through the first
San Diego State in 1969. The 59.3 per cent from the floor,
half, which seemed to
6-foot -1 guard also finishes as opposed to 47.9 for the
’rhe
Spartans bring the SJSU cagers
his career at SI St I with 1.136 (;auchos.
alive. However, during
total points, which places outrebounded Santa the second stanza it was
him third on the all-time Barbara 34-32. but also led
simply a case of being out
them in turnovers 15-9.
scoring roster.
the Gauchos.
"We played very well " hustled by
Eric Saulny had six assists and 14 points for the said second year Spartan
in mentor Ivan Guevara, "but
followed
Spartans,
scoring by Dave Dockery. they 111CSB) played a hell ot
Don Orndorfl. and Mike a game. Their press reall
Webb all with ten points hurt us."
The Gauchos led at
apiece.
The previous night I. IC - half time 45-41, as a fired up
Santa Barbara handed the Santa Barbara team allowed
Spartans cii 04-82 1055 in the the Spartans no closer than
to,itQio
losing
1
adi tannin, as (he
Pool Dunn

relay team to a first place
finish.
The Spartans swept the
440 yard dash with Dennis
Mass 149.1), Tom Sprink
(49.4), Bill Conwill 151.9)

Kirschenman, a transfer
from American River
collected a double win with
throws of 50-11 in the shot
put and 147-10 in the discus.
Aunt her IC transfer Vince

and lack Bender 1517)
Breddell collected a win in coming in that order.
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CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1St,
Food Supplements (Instant Protein,
Vile C. Vita E Calcium etc
Horne Cleaners tElasic H L etc I
Beauty Aids (ProleiniZed Shampoo MC /
John 8 Mary Rhoades 297-3866
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are yOur own boss
No Quotes
No Riese
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals &
ittiltmeni approach.. The fact that our
naturet products really are the finest is
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
Thew) figures will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make comparisons
We will ask you to do a little
before we let you sponsor in,
JOHN & MARY
466 SO
02
297-3086

Namarch

stri

GUYS AND GALIII
Join a college-age BALLET class at
Eutrazia School Of Ballet Bow technique tor beginning dancers Small
classes-individuai attention Beverly
EUtraila Grant. Director 241-1300
GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 p m 277-3191
HAY FEVER (Feb Mar Apr In tot 12
days of yOur Season get free pills and
$12-22 for drug study TAVIST 321-4412
THE MONEY BOOK
IS ONLY $250
AT 7th 5 SAN CARLOS
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
TWO STEAK DINNERS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE AT THE
AMERICAN FAMILY STEAK HOUSE.
TWO WATER MATTRESSES FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE AT TING YANG.
ITS ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK,
ONLY $2 BOAT 7th 8 SAN CARLOS
"JOBS IN ALASKA" available nOW This
handbook Corers all fields summer and
career opportunities Plan YOUR schenlure. 83 00JIA Box 1565 Anchorage AK
9E610

sass

FIRST CLASS MOTEL AC,
COMODATIONS your peraonai *rectory nonored coast to coast For further
into 285-9905
FREE

MOVING BOXES II WOOD
PALLETS
Couneey of
BODEGA ESPANA
Wines 8 wine making (been
1040 N 4th

DENTAL ADMISSION TEST
Review Course Oared for April exam
Also preparation for USCF Performance
Test Classroom study in exam technique. to Maternal, your wore
CALL FOR INFO
(4151841-8635
THERE WILL SE LEAGUES organized
for Men women’s and co-ed teams in
Softball I slow pitch) and Volleyball Rosters are available in the Student Achones Office-Old Cafeteria SOFTBALL
SlOw pitch) Signups begin Mar 12. end
Mar 26 SOFTBALL nest pitch) Sign-ups
begin Mar 5 end. Mar 12. VOLLEYBALL
Sion -ups begin Mar 9. end - Mar 23
CHARLES LLOYD QUINTET
Town 5 Country Lodge
Ben Lomond No Minors
NM discount with SJSU ASB Card
SPRUCE UP FOR SPRING First Mary
Kay makes your skin beautiful. then Mary
Kay makes your face beautiful Call 2654060101 a complimentary facial, by

appt

THE FRIDAY FLICKS TAKE OFF MAR.,
WITH "AIRPORT"
ING A
NUMBER OF HOLLYWOOD GREATS
INCL ROD TAYLOR. DEAN MARTIN
GEORGE KENNEDY. MORRIS DAILEY
AUD 75 10 PM, ADM. 504

All

FOR SALE
SLACKLITE POSTERS 51 50, PATCHES
750& UP. INCENSE 25-291. PIPES $100
& UP. RADIOS $395 & UP LEATHER
GOODS. BINOCULARS $2200 & UP.
BLACKLITE, COMPLETE 18" 111 95,4’
$2295 STROBE LIGHTS $1755. GAS
GLO BULB $3.95 INDIA PRINTS, FISH
NETTING St 98 5 UP T-SHIRTS $200
EACH. BROOKS 80 E S.tr Fernando. 1
bIk from SJSU Phone 292-0409.
IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE. a different used bookstore
Recent paperbacks at 0 price. Beet 501-Fl
selection in Bey Area Records. too We
have the books you went & need & best
OnCes in town Yes. we buy & trade books
records RECYCLE 23$ So tot St. 2866275
THE LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
shops-1940 S. 1st St Ph 293-2323
Open We Info Sun 8-4 30 & 8-5 30 Free
parking & admission Thousands of
useful items antiques & collectable.
SAVE THIS AD: Before you purchase
costly stereo wimp noel check w/us for
discount prices to SJS students Ion all
your needfil We guarantee the lowest
prices in the Baty Area on such nemeses
Same. Pioneer Marantz. Tem. Dual,
etc Call us for weekly specials tool 2925503 or 252-2028

K-GHIA SG, gO0g MeCh and body.
7.3.000 rre Radio. Good Tinge, $550. call
286-8712 or 345-5622.

KCK LOUDSPE
resents this
1280 LABYRINTH. This unit is. fantastic
3-way loudspeaker system It offers no
comparison at $135 Please call Bill at
354-9389 Other fins systems from $25

’62 IMPALA CONT., runs good. rebuilt
eng lair cond S150 Of best offer, cell
after 5 pm 861-1747

GRAIG 8 trick auto stereo $150 LEAR 8
trees tape recorder $50 or both tor $75
call Hay at 247-9722 or 287-6270

’52656 REBUILT engine NEW tires Best
offer 293-1867 or 277-3446

A MILIJON USED BOOKS, paperbacks
to price), and magazines. Neat old
bookstore, largest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1928 Woodruff S Thusn Twice
Read Books, St E San Fernando shim
End & 3rd. 10 30-5 30 10% off with this ad.

’SS TR-290’61 VW Camper 620 S 5th 027
or leave note BX 289 Bldg 0 (New
College)
ONE FREE DINNER WITH PURCHASE
OF 2nd DINNER AT FLL AS REST.
TWO 8 TRACK STEREO TAPES FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE -TAPE JOINT.
IT’S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK,
ONLY 9250 AT 7th 5 SAN CARLOS(
SS CHEVY VAN 90, kint coed r011 eng
meg wheels, wood paneling. new tires.
Best offer 277-8058
117 CAMARO Rally Sport with new 12
Corvette engine Esc coed Low gas
mitriege new tires, brakes. clutch Bost
offer 591-1063
CHIVILLI Malibu Herdtop 307 VS,
Auto. Air. Radio New tires on new
chrome wheats 65 000 mile, rant cond
$1400 or best offer 277-8056
FOR SALL Honda 250 Excenent 11200
928-0413

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER: Case Included Fair-good condition. only $1500
Nancy -265-5086 falter 7 30 p m )
2/3 OF THE MONEY BOOK OFFERS
ARE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF CAMPUS-CHECK IT OUT AT
711, 5 SAN CARLOS-ONLY 5250
256. 1311k0UNT tc7s-tudenta--on farn-ous
name brand BICYCLES -European &
Japanese Show ASS card at TOUR ’N
TRACK CYCLERY 1036 Foster City Ca
or call (4151 349-2229 or 14151 574-0550
Free delivery to SJSU Toes & Thur
HEAD SKIS: $20, 210 cm stsridard"
Metal with new bean 51111 strong Phone
295-3885
SUPINE 10098 STEREO RECEIVER. Pr
Marantz splirs Garrard SL95 turntable
yySirre cart Cost over $700 must
sacrifice all or pert 277-8255

70 HONDA /0 Street lice Electric start
Aide chock, 73 tags. 1.036 miles. mint
ond $190 Phone 247-7797
TAPE RECORDER, reel. Roberts $160
SOFA. converts to bed $ea Call 2781481 after e Prn.

HELP WANTED
FIGURE MODELING position. Light but
serious work for persons of good
character Must be physically perfect. $5
to 875,hr Periodic Box 1365, MI. View,
OVERSEAS JOBS -summer or
permananl Au st ral a, Europe, S.
America. Africa. etc All profcesicms.
$50041.000 monthly, expenses mud.
sightseeing. Free info wrIte-TWR Co.
Dept 04, P.O. Box 351,
CA
94549

Lafayette,

HELP
RN aids. orderlres, full and part hme
American Registry of Nurses 293-0112.
CHICK FOR PART-time lob $2/hr, in bottle shop, days call Don 295-7438,
TWO FREE HOT DOGS
FROM DER WIENERSCHNITZELI
ONE FREE 3 Pc CHICKEN DINNER
WITH PURCHASE OF THE SAME
FROM KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN.
IT’S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK!
ONLY $2.S0 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS!
GUITAR TEACHER WANTED
lee played acoustic guns, 3 yrs Can only
afford to pay $3/hr Prefer blues 5 [az:
hut not a must Call DL at 295-7513
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
Sales
$2.50 PER HR. COMM.
245-4920
Green Thumb Lawn Service
THE FRIDAY FLICKS TAKE OFF MAR. 9
WITH ’AIRPORT’ STARRING A
NUMBER OF HOLLYWOOD GREATS
!Pict. ROD TAYLOR, DEAN MARTIN..
GEORGE KENNEDY MORRIS DAILY
CUD I & 10 PM ADM 50.1

HOUSING
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE Ore,: I
mosphere mien & malt service curd
T V . Kitchen env . tile shower.. parking
Center of activity 237 E Son Fernando
$69 to $89/mo 295.95040, 2034345
I DORM. APTS. lot rani $180 turn , St 55
unfurn $76 P Sth St Call 293-4767 See
mgr lees or aut, mgr in 64

UNIVERSITY CLUB -t-u-ed Beautiful
house, fireplace, grand piano, color TV..
recreation room, kit pm maid & linens,
parking. courtyard Includes Continental
breakfast From $79/mo 202 So 11th
293-7374

3 DORM 2 bath Townhouse 10 non
from State near McKee 5 Jackson 5100
cleaning deposit. $205/mo rent. Call 2517450
LARGE CORNER DORM. for rent In
teacher’s quiet home for serious. mature
maie student S75/ino Near campus 2889154

STUDIO’S $80 Men Only 620 $ 31C1 St
FROM 156/mo. New rooms across the
campus Kit priv., old pd. Men at 99 S.
9th. women 278 S 10th St Many extras
that must be seen. Open daily for inspection Call 295-8514. 295-8526 or 2879585
_
LARGE 1 & 2 bdrm apts. furn/unturn.
New carpets No kids/pets 288-2006 263
E Reed St crnr of 7Ih

ROOM FOR FEMALE in furnished hOulle
$45 Month, full privileges, low summer
rate. $ 11th 246-3023 or 739-5479

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2 bdrm
apt $75
fad Own room on The
Alameda Call eves Toni 286-2753

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 3
bdrrn house with 2 others 1 block from
campus Rent 850 Cell 287-1122

SERVICES
TYPING, EDITING. FAST, ACCURATE.
IBM SELECTRIC FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER CALL 244-6444 AFTER 8 30
MARY BRYNER

2/3 OF THE MONEY BOOK OFFERS
ARE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF CAMPUS-CHECK IT OUT AT
7th & SAN CARLOS-ONLY $2.50

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract.
Free del Free service Call Esche’s 2512598

LARGE 2 MORK 2 OATH PORN, APTS,
5150/mo See at 508 S 1 Ith St Ca1129473138 Summer rata $110

TYPING
60 North 3rd St .
287-4355

Apt 9623

LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom pts lorn, $130. unfurn. $120.
wiw new carpet. Quiet atmosphere nest
the campus 385 5 4th St Call Be,, 288’
8363 or John 358-5708

TYPIST-FAST, Accurate Can editMaster’s etc Near SJCC Mrs. AslaNan
298-4104
WRITING AND RESEARCH assistrinCe
Typing editing (grad & under) Also
Everything for Everybody 279-8015

2
BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENT. $150 CALL 272-0295
SUNNY ROOM in large house. SlOirrionth. 96S 17th St or call 295.7441.
WANTED: Roommate, Share 3 bdrm. 2
bath apt Own room Close to campus.
470 11th St Call 299-7135431

2 FREE PASS OF ZIG ZAGS AT
7ELEVEN. ONE FREE LUNCH
OR DINNER WITH PURCHASE OF
EQUAL VALUE AT LA TE %ANITA.
IT’S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK,
ONLY $210 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS.

FREE Room and Board for woman Incachange tor liont services New Willow
Glen home pool -near hos Non-srnnker
Cell 288-0735
------

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
965 158

Classified Rates
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comfortable,

NO AND UP, niCe,
quiet
rooms downtown. kit env 293-3910 156
N 5th St
ROOM FOR RENT, Women only
160/rno Kitchen, only if buying own
food Phone Barbara at 297.3000 Eat
1742

mieimues

PERSONALS

Nemo’
54 Automat..
J Yo, Sale
0 lest srFund
/Mir /Me IMF dMe. /Me AMP’

THE MONEY BOOK
IS ONLY $2 50
AT 7th 1. SAN CARLOS
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
MENI - WOMEN1
JOBS ON SHIP& No experience reguired Excellent pay Worldwide travel
Perfect summer lob or career Send $2
for information SEAFAX. Dept E-18,
PU Box 2049, Port Angeles. Washington
98362
A FRIEND to handicapped man. LNe
tree in attractive room Gins over 18
please call 296-2306 alt. 5.
JOSEPH E. DREW-Beat wishes for a
very Happy Binhday, with lovefrorn Mary
D and Cleinek
THE FRIDAY FLICKS TAKE OFF MAR. 9
WITH "AIRPORT" STARRING A
NUMBER OF HOLLYWOOD GREATS
INCL ROD TAYLOR. DEAN MARTIN 5
GEORGE KENNEDY MORRIS Danis
CUD 75 10 PM ADM 508

TRANSPORTATION
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks $387
inclusive London departures Small.
international group camping travel Ages
1830 Also Europe, Africa, India; 3-11
who Wr to Whole Earth Travel. Ltd . Ron
1497. K C Mo 64141
CHARTER FLIGHTS Complete domeshc/international
programs
Contact
Crete, Student Services West. Inc .235E
Santa Clara. 6710 267.11301

EUROPE’ ISRAEL- AFRICA
Student flights. Student camping tours
throughout Eurpoe. Russia and Mexico.
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter flights, including Middle
East. and Far East CONTACT: 1SCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd 84 L A Calif.
90049 TEL 12131526-W9 5280955.
EASTER SPRING CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO N.Y. All flights leaving Oak. Round
iriptstre. Also Minneapolis. Limited
seats, $55, each way For flight into, contact Richard 274-4613 (after Bram)
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO Eaton
Charter Flights International, call campus rep. Barbara Nevins. 288-1196.
FLYING SOON? Well ’It Pay, To Be
Young With TWA Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford (228-7262I
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
take
at 1/3 011 with TWA Youth
up to 24 months to pay with FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 297298-6000 for reser8665 for
vations or your local travel agent

Daemon a

information.

EASTER CHARTERS TO MEXICO
9 days 13 nmghl n Inc! round trip air fare
hotel all transters plus extras
Meridian - $199
Puerto Veen& - $229
Acapulco - $299
For info contact Richard 274-4613 latter
5 rn I

LOST L FOUND
LOST: Women. Ring, Mother Butler H S
class ’71 gold ring w/blue stone. Sentimental yelue Lost in 9th St area call
296-4365
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EXPERIENCE EUROPE 4 to 10 wks fm
$220 Join our minibus loaded With guys
and gals from 7 English speaking counInes Camp & communicate with
Europeans See Russia-Scan-GreeceTurkey & more. Send for brochure Going
Places-SD, 4225. Western L.A. Calif . Tel.
385-0012

FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
AT 235 E Santa Clara SI 294-4499

Tow Ea. h mkt.
days lions’ day

Twu
days

I lir,es

FRAMING: Personal creative. elegant.
Cell Ms R. Frederick 326-4823
-TYPING-HIM
Selectric-T hosts.
reports, general typing letters. etc.
Reasonable rates 263-8895

HOUSE FOR RENT COMPLETELY
FURNISH 3 bcfrm , 2 be kit.. dining & living & patio Inc’ water & gar. Coll 2721875 aft 7 pm or 323-1359 anytime
S215,mo plus $100 deposit

LGE I B/R APTS. $130 Wiwi carpets,
swim pool recreation room. 820S 0th St
SJ (Summer rates) 289-8425

On
day
$I

I SPECIALIZE in I- ;al 850 5500.005 .011
Ted anytime 294-3021.

City
Personals
Syr vices
Transporl.l.on

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER OR
CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED.
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE. CALIF 15114

S
F
Ueedone I,,.. dap pr ’Or to publication
Canu.i.
laths only
No refunds in tiler 11..1
PHONE 277 Ills
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